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Until its incorporation into Crowmarsh in 1932 the ancient parish of Newnham Murren 

stretched for 9.5 km from the river Thames in the west to the Chiltern hills in the east, 

traversing the whole width of Langtree hundred, and covering 1,852 acres.1 Settlement was 

scattered, but mostly concentrated in the village by Wallingford bridge; the parish boundary 

there ran along the village street, separating houses belonging to Newnham (on the street’s 

south side) from those of Crowmarsh Gifford on the north. Despite that division, for most 

practical purposes the village formed a single community with a shared identity, shaped by 

(but largely distinct from) the neighbouring town of Wallingford.2 By contrast Inhabitants of 

the parish’s upland hamlets and farmsteads forged links with neighbouring Chiltern 

communities such as Nuffield and Stoke Row, a division formalized in the Middle Ages by 

the creation of separate tithing groups for the parish’s householders on either side of the 

Chiltern scarp.3 The suffix Murren, recalling Newnham’s 12th- and early 13th-century lords, 

was added to the place name during the Middle Ages, distinguishing it from Nuneham 

Courtenay. Earlier, Newnham was sometimes identified by its proximity to Crowmarsh or 

Wallingford.4 

 Until the 20th century the parish was a chapelry of North Stoke 2.5 km to the south. 

Newnham’s isolated Thames-side chapel (some distance from the village) was well 

maintained but poorly served, and many inhabitants attended more conveniently located 

churches elsewhere.5 From the Middle Ages the parish was also marked by an exceptional 

                                            
1
 OS Area Book (1878); cf. Census, 1831–41, estimating 1,680 a. This account was written in 2016–

17. 
2
 Above, Crowmarsh Gifford. 

3
 Below (medieval and later settlement); local govt. 

4
 Cal. Fine 1272–1307, 524; 1319–27, 417; Black Prince’s Reg. IV, 126; PN Oxon. I, 49. 

5
 Below, relig. hist. 
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Newnham Farm photographed from Watery Lane. The former manor house 
and parochial chapel lie isolated from the village ½ mile to the north. 
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concentration of free tenants, of whom the prominent English family gave their name to a 

separate manor in the south-east.6 

 

Parish Boundaries 

 

 

 

 

As with many other Chiltern parishes, Newnham’s elongated shape was probably the result 

of deliberate planning in the late Anglo-Saxon period, when an estate here was separated 

from North Stoke.7 Its boundaries (described in 966) appear to have been those of the 19th-

century parish,8 which in the west followed the county boundary along the Berkshire bank of 

the Thames for 750 m., then crossed the river to leave c.15 a. of riverside meadow in 

Crowmarsh Gifford. Beyond the village the northern boundary with Crowmarsh ran along an 

open ditch at the side of the Wallingford–Henley road (the ‘boundary way’ in 966), which it 

followed as far as Warren (formerly Warden) Hill in Nuffield: in 966 that was the ‘watch hill 

(wearddune) where the crucifix stood’.9 From there the boundary climbed south-eastwards to 

the top of the Chiltern scarp at Timbers Farm, before descending the dip slope as far as a 

                                            
6
 Rot. Hund. II, 777; below, manors; econ. hist.; social hist. 

7
 Above, vol. intro. (settlement); below, manors. 

8
 Sawyer S.738; Grundy, Saxon Oxon. 39–42; OS Maps 6”, Oxon. XLIX.SE, L.SW, LIII.NW (1883 and 

later edns). 
9
 OHC, MS Oxf. Archd. Oxon. b 41, f. 58a; ibid. Nuffield tithe award and map. 

Newnham Murren ancient parish (abolished in 1932 and incorporated into 
Crowmarsh) stretched from the Thames up onto the Chilterns. The village 
(straddling the boundary) is circled. Source: K. Tiller and G. Darkes (eds), An 
Historical Atlas of Oxfordshire (ORS 67, 2010). 

Wallingford 
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dry valley called Stony Bottom, which separated Newnham from Rotherfield Greys. A ‘grey 

stone’ (grægan hane) mentioned along that stretch in 966 is recalled in the name of 

Greyhone Wood (in Mongewell), while the hearp dene (‘harp-shaped valley’) was possibly 

Newnhamhill Bottom. The southern boundary returned to the scarp’s summit at Upper 

House Farm (in Mongewell), from where it fell steeply through Mongewell Woods to Grim’s 

Ditch (the ‘old way’ in 966). It then followed the Ditch back to the Thames.10 

In 1932 the parish was absorbed into the new civil parish of Crowmarsh,11 and in 

1952 some 882 a. east of Timbers Lane, formerly included in Newnham and Mongewell, was 

transferred to the new Stoke Row civil parish. Parts of Crowmarsh and Stoke Row between 

Icknield Way and English Farm, formerly within Newnham ancient parish, were taken into 

Nuffield in 1992, by which time the only surviving stretches of ancient boundary were along 

the Thames and in the far south-east.12 The ecclesiastical boundaries were altered in 1849 

and 1907–8.13 

 

Landscape 

 

 

 

 

The parish lies chiefly on chalk overlain by patches of river gravel, except in the east where 

the high ground is capped by a mantle of clay-with-flints.14 The agriculturalist Arthur Young 

observed an abundance of ‘red and white flints’ on English farm in the early 19th century, 

and from the Middle Ages chalk and gravel were dug from pits scattered throughout the 

parish, while flints were used in local buildings.15 The relief is uneven, and includes several 

steep hills. The Thames-side church and village lie at 45 m., from where the ground rises to 

                                            
10

 Below (settlement). 
11

 Above, Crowmarsh Gifford, intro. (par. bdies). 
12

 Census, 1961; South Oxon. (Parishes) Order 1992; OS Map 1:25000, sheet 171 (2009 edn). 
13

 Below, relig. hist. (paroch. organization). 
14

 Geol. Surv. Map 1:50000 (solid and drift), sheet 254 (1980 edn). 
15

 Young, Oxon. Agric. 9–10; below (built character); econ. hist. (quarrying). 

A Chiltern landscape: on the road to Newnhamhill Bottom in the east 
of the parish, looking east towards Witheridge Hill. 
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95 m. at Lonesome Farm and 205 m. at Timbers Farm, the parish’s highest point. On the dip 

slope the land falls to 175 m. at English Farm, and 110 m. at Stony Bottom.16 

Apart from a few patches of grade two agricultural land by the Thames, most of the 

parish lies on moderately productive (grade three) soils well suited to traditional sheep-and-

corn farming.17 In the Middle Ages arable land ‘below the hill’ was worth considerably more 

than that ‘above the hill’, where woodland and heath were more extensive and any open 

fields were probably inclosed early on.18 In both the village and the uplands water was 

supplied from wells and ponds until the early 20th century, when pipes were laid by the 

Goring & Streatley District Gas & Water Co.,19 although some farmhouses and cottages 

were not connected until later.20 

 

Communications 

 

Roads 

 

The Wallingford–Henley road (turnpiked in 1765) formed both Newnham’s northern 

boundary and the main village street.21 Until its diversion in the 1820s it continued to 

Nuffield, from where a southern branch (called English Lane) passed English Farm and 

Newnhamhill Bottom. There it again formed a stretch of parish boundary, continuing through 

to Highmoor and Rotherfield Greys.22 English Lane’s use as a through-route declined during 

the 20th century, and in 2017 its central section remained unmetalled and inaccessible to 

motor vehicles.23 Grim’s Ditch, called the ‘old way’ in 966,24 presumably also served as a 

west–east route, but from the Middle Ages may have been less significant than the parallel 

Church Way,25 which connected Newnham chapel with isolated farmsteads on the higher 

ground. From 1993 a major new crossing of the Thames at Winterbrook (on the A4130) 

followed the course of Grim’s Ditch for a short distance near the river.26 

 

                                            
16

 OS Map 1:25000, sheet 171 (2009 edn). 
17

 Agricultural Land Classification of England and Wales, sheets 158 and 159 (1971). 
18

 TNA, C 134/102/6; below, econ. hist. (agric. landscape). 
19

 Lond. Gaz. 21 Nov. 1902, pp. 7717–18; B. Read, Henley Rural: A History of Henley Rural District 
Council 1894–1932 (2003), 55. 
20

 e.g. Sale Cat., Newnham Murren Est. (1913): copy in OHC, PC181/D1/1; Sale Cat., The Retreat 
(1922): copy in Berks RO, D/ENs/B4/7; OHC, RDC8/2/A5/6, 20 Dec. 1937. 
21

 Above, Crowmarsh Gifford, intro. (roads); below (settlement). 
22

 Jefferys, Oxon. Map (1767); OS Map 6”, Oxon. LIII.NW (1883 edn); VCH Oxon. XVIII, 343–4. 
23

 OS Maps 1:25000, SU 68 (1960 edn); 1:25000, sheet 171 (2009 edn). 
24

 Sawyer S.738. 
25

 So called by 1685: OHC, MS Oxf. Archd. Oxon. b 41, f. 57; ibid. tithe map. 
26

 OS Map 1:25000, sheet 171 (2009 edn); https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Winterbrook_Bridge 
(accessed Dec. 2016). 
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 The most important north–south route was the Reading Road, presumably the ‘port’ 

(i.e. market) road mentioned in the Middle Ages.27 Until its realignment westwards in 1861 it 

entered the village next to Newnham House,28 and was again realigned in 1987 along the 

new ‘Port Way’ bypass (the A4074), which crosses the village east of Newnham House and 

continues north towards Oxford.29 The bypass also severed the village street’s junction with 

Cox’s Lane, named probably from a 19th-century blacksmith, which crosses Grim’s Ditch at 

‘Cart Gap’ and runs to Hailey (in Ipsden).30 A road from North Stoke formerly linked it with 

the ancient Icknield Way further east, until the Newnham section was suppressed in 1803.31 

Closer to the river, Watery Lane follows the Thames from Wallingford bridge to Mongewell 

and North Stoke, passing Newnham’s former manor house and chapel. In the 13th century it 

was called ‘Tuddingway’ (from the personal Anglo-Saxon name Tudda),32 and by the 1380s, 

when ruinous and flooded, it was named Bacon’s Lane from a local landholder.33 That name 

continued in the 1680s–1730s, when the lane was repaired by parishioners,34 but was 

superseded by Watery Lane before 1800, reflecting its regular and ongoing inundation.35 

                                            
27

 Cat. Ancient Deeds, III, D.1026; Boarstall Cart. pp. 23, 34. 
28

 OHC, tithe award and map; ibid. QSM/II/17, pp. 150–1, 175–6; Pedgley, Crowmarsh, 62–3. 
29

 OS Maps 1:25000, SU 68 (1960 edn); 1:25000, sheet 171 (2009 edn); Pedgley, Crowmarsh, 64. 
30

 So called by 1878: OS Map 1:2500, Oxon. XLIX.11 (1878 edn); cf. Pigot’s Nat. & Comm. Dir. 
(1830); TNA, HO 107/882. 
31

 OHC, Cal. QS, VIII, 642. 
32

 Reading Abbey Cart. I, pp. 382, 384; PN Oxon. I, 4; P. Preece, ‘The Tuddingway, an Ancient Road’, 
Oxon. Local Hist. 8.1 (2006), 3–10. 
33

 Reading Abbey Cart. I, p. 385; C.T. Flower (ed.), Public Works in Medieval Law, II (Selden Soc. 
40), 129. 
34

 M. Sturge Gretton (ed.), Oxon. Justices of the Peace in the 17th Cent. (ORS 16, 1934), 80, 86; 
OHC, Cal. QS, VIII, 513, 587; IX, 384. 
35

 Berks RO, D/EH T81; ibid. D/P 161/25/4; OHC, PC181/A1/1, p. 124. 

In the village Reading Road was the main north–south route, while 
in the east English Lane ran from Heath End to Newnham Hill and 
beyond. From Thomas Jefferys’s map of 1767. 
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On the higher ground Timbers Lane, running along the crest of the Chiltern scarp, 

may have formed part of a long-distance prehistoric or Anglo-Saxon ridgeway running 

parallel to the lower-lying Icknield Way.36 Most upland roads were more minor, however, 

linking only the parish’s scattered farmsteads. A byway to English Farm from Hayden Farm 

(in Nuffield) was temporarily closed to wheeled traffic in the 1750s, and by the 1960s was 

partly reduced to a field boundary,37 while in 1898 the parish meeting ceased to maintain a 

road called Morrell’s Bottom, which linked Brixton Hill (in Nuffield) with Mongewell Woods.38 

Even so several footpaths and bridleways still converged at the secluded English Farm and 

Newnhamhill Bottom in the early 21st century.39 

 

Ferries, Carriers, and Post 

 

A ferry across the Thames belonged to Newnham manor in the 14th century.40 It was re-

established by the Thames Commissioners in 1787 when a horse towpath was laid down,41 

but may not have been much used until the construction of Chalmore lock and weir in 1837–

8. A second ferry operated in place of the lock (removed in 1883) during the early 20th 

century, and continued until 1953.42 

 Motorized buses served the village by the 1920s.43 At Newnhamhill Bottom resident 

carriers operated in 1871 and c.1911–15, and by 1924 the parish’s eastern parts were 

served by William Wixen’s twice-weekly journeys between Wallingford, Nettlebed, and Stoke 

Row.44 Carrier services to Reading (later motorized) also ran from Stoke Row, and continued 

in 2017.45 Post was delivered through Wallingford by the 1840s,46 and Crowmarsh’s sub-

post office (opened in the 1860s) moved after the Second World War to the Newnham side 

of the village street, where it continued until 2008.47 Post offices at Highmoor, Nuffield, and 

Stoke Row served the eastern part of the parish.48 

 

                                            
36

 Grundy, Saxon Oxon. 102–4; VCH Oxon. XVIII, 6, 344. 
37

 OHC, Nuffield par. reg. transcript; ibid. tithe map; OS Map 1:25000, SU 68 (1960 edn). 
38

 OHC, PC181/A1/1, pp. 50–2. 
39

 OS Map 1:25000, sheet 171 (2009 edn); above, Ipsden, intro. (communics). 
40

 Black Prince’s Reg. IV, 126. 
41

 F.S. Thacker, The Thames Highway (1968 edn), II, 197–201. The towpath does not appear on early 
maps: Jefferys, Oxon. Map (1767); Davis, Oxon. Map (1797); Bryant, Oxon. Map (1824); OS Map 1”, 
sheet XIII (1830 edn). 
42

 VCH Berks. III, 518; J. Tucker, Ferries of the Upper Thames (2012), 128–9; Pedgley, Crowmarsh, 
100; OS Maps 1:2500, Oxon. XLIX.11 (1878–1912 edns); 6”, Oxon. XLIX.SE (1938 edn). 
43

 Above, Crowmarsh Gifford, intro. (carriers). 
44

 TNA, RG 10/1273, no. 49; Kelly’s Dir. Oxon. (1911–31 edns). 
45

 OHC, PA 920/WALL (memoir); above, Ipsden, intro. (carriers). 
46

 PO Dir. Oxon. (1847 and later edns). 
47

 OS Map 6”, SU 68 NW (1960 edn); Pedgley, Crowmarsh, 97; above, Crowmarsh Gifford, intro. 
(post). 
48

 VCH Oxon. XVI, 267; XVIII, 344; above, Ipsden, intro. (post). 
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Settlement and Population 

 

Prehistoric, Roman, and Anglo-Saxon Settlement 

 

The lower-lying gravels in the west of the parish have yielded evidence of intensive activity 

from the Palaeolithic onwards, in contrast to the far fewer finds recovered from the hills. Flint 

tools, enclosures, and cultivation marks suggest mixed farming over a long period.49 In the 

late Iron Age the South Oxfordshire Grim’s Ditch was built as a probable tribal boundary, 

running from the Thames to the top of the Chiltern scarp and beyond, and limiting 

encroachment from the south. Its west end was constructed across ploughed fields and the 

remains of earlier settlements.50 A hoard of mostly 3rd-century Roman silver coins 

discovered on the north side of Grim’s Ditch, east of a possible Roman road from Benson to 

Pangbourne, was perhaps associated with settlement by the Thames, where finds include 

Samian ware, roof tiles, iron slag, and a brooch.51 

                                            
49

 Oxon. Atlas, pp. 10–15; W.J. Arkell, ‘Palaeoliths from the Wallingford Fan-Gravels’, Oxoniensia 8/9 
(1943–4), 1–18; H. Case, ‘Mesolithic Finds in the Oxford Area’, Oxoniensia 17/18 (1952–3), 12; 
Berks. Archaeol. Jnl, 58 (1960), 55; HER, PRN 8081, 15394–6. 
50

 G. Lambrick et al., The Thames Through Time: the Archaeology of the Gravel Terraces of the 
Upper and Middle Thames. The Thames Valley in Late Prehistory, 1500 BC–AD 50 (2009), 70, 257, 
369; P. Booth et al., The Thames Through Time: the Archaeology of the Gravel Terraces of the Upper 
and Middle Thames. The Early Historical Period, AD 1–1000 (2007), 369–70; below, Mongewell, intro. 
(settlement). 
51

 R. Bland and J. Orna-Ornstein (eds), Coin Hoards from Roman Britain Volume X (1997), 191–4; J. 
Sharpe and P. Carter, ‘A “New” Roman Road East of the Thames from Benson to Pangbourne’, 
SOAG Bulletin 62 (2008), 7–12; Berks. Archaeol. Jnl, 59 (1961), 58; 63 (1967–8), 69; HER, PRN 
7692–5. 

Ferries crossed the Thames close to Newnham Farm. 
From OS Map 6”, Oxon. XLIX.SE (1914 edn). 
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 Grim’s Ditch served as the southern boundary of the Anglo-Saxon estate described 

in 966.52 Newnham, meaning ‘at the new hām’, lay on the estate’s western edge by the 

Thames: hām may refer to a manor house or village or both, and suggests settlement close 

to the site of the present church and Newnham Farm. Given the name it had perhaps been 

recently settled from the estate centre at North Stoke, although if a village developed near 

the church it apparently soon migrated to the Wallingford–Henley road, as no settlement 

remains around the church have been found.53 On the higher ground to the east, the 966 

charter suggests a carefully managed landscape, but does not mention any permanent 

settlement. An ‘old byrig’ (or fort) was probably the southwards projection of Grim’s Ditch 

where it crosses the Chiltern ridgeway at Timbers Farm, while a chalk pit (crundel), 

enclosure (haga), and calves’ wood pasture (cealfa leage) lay on the dip slope.54 

 

Population from 1086 

 

By 1086 there were at least 32 tenant households on Newnham manor, headed by 13 villani, 

10 bordars, and 9 servi or slaves. Most probably lived in the west of the parish.55 The 

indications thereafter are of population decline: only 24 free tenants and 3 cottars were 

named in 1279, numbers of taxpayers fell from 13 in 1306–16 to 10 in 1327, and rents on 

the main manor shrank from 53s. 4d. in 1313 to 40s. in 1326, when just 10 free tenants were 

mentioned.56 Possibly some subtenants or poorer inhabitants went unrecorded, since 67 

adults aged over 14 paid poll tax in 1377, suggesting no further falls of population after the 

Black Death.57 Numbers remained relatively low in the 16th century, with 15–16 taxpayers 

recorded in 1524–5, 12 in 1544, and 5 in 1581.58 By then settlement had long spread to the 

east of the parish, although most houses (including seven cottages mentioned in 1606) 

probably remained concentrated in the village.59 

 Around 33 men swore the obligatory protestation oath in 1642, implying an adult 

population of c.70.60 In 1662 hearth tax was paid by at least 21 households, and 78 adults 

were reported in 1676.61 An 18th-century vicar mentioned 30 houses (perhaps omitting some 

                                            
52

 Above (par. bdies). 
53

 PN Oxon. I, 49; II, 450; HER, PRN 2829; below (medieval and later settlement). 
54

 Sawyer S.738; Blair, A-S Oxon. 126. 
55

 VCH Oxon. I, 418; below (medieval and later settlement). 
56

 Rot. Hund. II, 777; TNA, E 179/161/8–10; ibid. C 134/30/4; C 134/102/6. 
57

 Poll Taxes 1377–81, ed. Fenwick, II, 295; below, social hist. (Middle Ages). 
58

 Sheail (ed.), 1524/5 Subsidy, II, 262; TNA, E 179/162/346. 
59

 TNA, LR 2/224, f. 152; below (medieval and later settlement). 
60

 Prot. Retns, 103. 
61

 TNA, E 179/164/504 (MS defective); Hearth Tax Oxon. 2 (listing 15 households in 1665); Compton 
Census, ed. Whiteman, 424. 
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in the far south-east), and by 1801 there were 44 houses and a population of 213.62 

Numbers fluctuated in the 19th century, peaking in 1821 at 260 in 45 houses, falling by 1861 

to 231 (47 houses), then falling again (after a brief rise) to 197 (41 houses) by 1901. 

Population fell further to 182 in 1921, recovering to 249 (in 56 houses) when the parish was 

incorporated into Crowmarsh ten years later. Probably between half and two thirds of 

inhabitants then lived in the village, which had expanded from the 1930s: in 1951 the 

population of those eastern parts of Newnham and Mongewell transferred to Stoke Row 

numbered only 84.63 

 

Medieval and Later Settlement 

 

The medieval population was probably concentrated in the village along the south side of the 

Wallingford–Henley road, facing houses belonging to Crowmarsh Gifford. A smaller 

proportion occupied isolated or dispersed sites from the manor house in the west to 

Newnhamhill Bottom in the east, though before the 19th century their numbers are unknown. 

The origins of the parish’s various foci are difficult to determine, although the lack of 

identifiable village remains by the church suggests that the 10th-century settlement there 

was small (possibly a farm and a few cottages), and that most of the substantial Domesday 

population already occupied houses along the roadside.64 In 1220 Reading abbey’s relatively 

modest Newnham estate included at least two houses near Crowmarsh Gifford’s leper 

hospital and probably the rents from others, while early 14th-century surnames such as atte 

Spitele (‘at the hospital’) and de Stockbridge referred to village landmarks.65 The village’s 

oldest surviving house (the Queen’s Head opposite Benson Lane) dates partly from 1341.66 

In the east of the parish, the English family was established in the area that took their name 

probably by the 1220s,67 and in 1279 Robert ‘of the heath’ (de la Bruere) may have occupied 

the high ground near Heath End. Further outlying settlement is suggested by the medieval 

bynames de la Dene (meaning valley), de Cruce (possibly recalling the isolated crucifix 

mentioned in 966), and ‘of the whitestone’ (later Whetstones End near Stoke Row),68 and by 

the 15th century inhabitants living on the Chiltern dip slope belonged to a separate tithing 

called Heath End.69 

                                            
62

 Secker’s Visit. 106; OHC, MS Oxf. Dioc. d 556, f. 121; Census, 1801. 
63

 Census, 1811–2001; below (medieval and later settlement). 
64

 Above (this section). 
65

 Reading Abbey Cart. I, pp. 382–6; TNA, E 179/161/8–10. 
66

 SMA 17 (1987), 82; below (built character). 
67

 Below, manors (English). 
68

 Rot. Hund. II, 777; TNA, E 179/161/10; OHC, MS Wills Oxon. 163/1/14. 
69

 TNA, SC 2/212/4; SC 2/212/7. 
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Abandonment of medieval dwellings at English is suggested by settlement remains 

east of the surviving house,70 although clusters of houses at Heath End and Newnhamhill 

Bottom continued in the 18th century.71 In the west, apart from a pair of isolated 18th-century 

farmsteads,72 settlement remained concentrated on the village street, spreading raggedly for 

750 m. along the road, and with occasional gaps hinting at earlier shrinkage. In 1871 the 

village accommodated around half the parish’s households, with a quarter at Newnhamhill 

Bottom, and the remainder scattered amongst several sites and isolated farmsteads.73 

Twelve council houses were built at Crowmarsh hill in 1930–1, and the adjoining 

Park View estate twenty years later,74 while a large housing estate between Watery Lane 

and Reading Road (encompassing the site of Home Farm) was begun in the late 1960s. By 

the early 1990s there were also houses on former allotments off Cox’s Lane,75 communal 

village facilities in 2017 including the school, pub, and remaining allotments,76 and a village 

hall on Benson Lane in what had formerly been Crowmarsh Gifford. The settlement pattern 

outside the village remained largely unchanged. A few houses were added at Newnhamhill 

Bottom in the mid 20th century, despite heavy restrictions on development,77 while Carmel 

College junior school was built on the Mongewell boundary in 1967, and redeveloped twenty 

years later as the Centre for Agriculture and Biosciences International.78 Electricity was 

supplied to western parts of the parish from the 1920s, and was later extended to the east.79 

 

Built Character 

 

Newnham’s domestic buildings are typical of the area, and appear to date mostly from the 

17th century and later.80 Apart from flint (which was often used as infill) building stone was 

unavailable locally, and the majority of older buildings are of locally-made brick and clay 

tile.81 Thatch (now mostly replaced) was formerly more common,82 and so too was timber-

framing, of which a significant medieval survival is the Queen’s Head public house in the 

centre of the village. The structure incorporates a formerly open aisled hall dendro-dated to 

                                            
70

 SMA 2 (1972), 30; HER, PRN 3235. 
71

 Jefferys, Oxon. Map (1767); Davis, Oxon. Map (1797). 
72

 Lonesome and Blenheim: below, econ. hist. (1500–1800). 
73

 e.g. Woodlands: TNA, RG 10/1273; OHC, tithe award and map. 
74

 OHC, RDC4/1/A2/3–4; RDC8/3/F7/6; Oxon. Dir. (1958–9); OS Map 1:25000, SU 68 (1960 edn). 
75

 OS Map 1:10000, SU 68 NW (1972 and 1993 edns); SODC planning docs, P66/H0174; 
P86/W0736 (accessed online); Pedgley, Crowmarsh, 21, 41, 102. 
76

 Below, social hist. (since 1800). 
77

 e.g. Beechwood, Chessal Shaw, and Little Farm; SODC planning docs, P63/H0008 for a refusal. 
78

 Pedgley, Crowmarsh, 50–1; SODC planning docs, P83/W0453/CU; below, social hist. (educ.). 
79

 Berks RO, Q/RUO/8/72 (8/15); above, Ipsden, intro. (settlement). 
80

 Above, vol. intro. (bldgs). For the medieval chapel and later manor houses, below, manors; relig. 
hist. (church archit.). For bldgs on the village street’s N. side, above, Crowmarsh Gifford. 
81

 Below, econ. hist. (trades) for a village brickmaker. 
82

 e.g. OHC, RDC8/2/A5/6, 16 Nov. 1936. 
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1341 and floored over in 1454 (an exceptionally early date), and despite extensive 

remodelling it retains at least one 14th-century base-cruck truss, and an upper roof with 

clasped purlins.83 Timber-framing was still used for lesser buildings in the Chiltern hills 

(where wood remained plentiful) in the 18th century, the single-storeyed Lilac Cottage at 

Newnhamhill Bottom comprising three bays with attic dormers and ground-floor casements, 

flanking a central plank door.84 Timber-framed outbuildings include a 17th-century 

weatherboarded barn with queen-post roof at Newnhamhill Farm.85 

 

  

 

 Higher-status buildings, even in the hills, were more usually built or remodelled in 

brick.86 The double-depth farmhouse at Newnhamhill Farm was refronted probably in the 

18th century, featuring fashionable red and grey bricks in a Flemish bond, while the rear is of 

flint with brick dressings. The nearby Little Manor, probably late 17th-century, has red and 

grey bricks with less elaborate patterning, while the interior includes moulded spine beams 

and an elaborate 18th-century corner cupboard, with panelled door, open pediment, shaped 

shelves, and a half-dome decorated with sea-shell and lion-mask motifs.87 A brick barn at 

Heath End (with the datestone ‘R W 1659’) was built by the wealthy Warcopps of English 

manor, contrasting with the more common local weatherboarding.88 At Newnhamhill House, 

two cottages of unknapped flint were recased in brick in 1797. The timber-framed cross-wing 
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The Queen’s Head (left) and Newnhamhill House (right), showing the added wing. 
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was added c.1936, reportedly using 17th-century framing salvaged from the Bull public 

house in Tottenham (London).89 

Village houses used brick and flint extensively, as at the present-day Jewson 

showroom, which originated as a three-bayed 18th-century house with a red and grey brick 

front and a gable-end wall of flint inset with ammonites. Stone-built houses were less 

common, although Nos 92 and 94 The Street (both also 18th-century) combine coursed 

limestone rubble with narrow bands of flint and red-brick dressings.90 Flint was still used at 

Chiltern Villa in 1888, as remodelled by the blacksmith Henry Edward Allnatt.91 Most late 

19th- and early 20th-century houses were wholly of brick (by then possibly mass-produced), 

but still featured some architectural flourishes, as at Nos 74–86 The Street. The latter retains 

the datestone ‘R W 1904’, probably for Richard Woodley of the Queen’s Head.92 Council 

houses at Crowmarsh hill (commissioned by Crowmarsh Rural District Council in 1930–1 at 

a cost of £4,860) were thatched, designed by J.E. Thorpe of Oxford, and built by Messrs 

Canning & Sargeant of Winnersh;93 otherwise the village’s expansion from the 1930s 

produced mostly brick-built houses of standard design. On the Chilterns, however, some 

more individualistic buildings were designed for wealthy owners. One such is Ossicles at 

Newnham Hill, built c.2010 to designs by Spratley Studios of Henley-on-Thames, and 

incorporating striking parabolic curved metal roofs.94 
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